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UP AND OVER DOORUP AND OVER DOOR

The Voyager sectional garage door is GEROLYMATOS's proposal

for those owning a garage space with limited height or seeking a modern

and secure solution for their garage space.

The Voyager garage door consists of 42mm thick composite panels,

with insulation made of solid ecological polyurethane offering excellent levels

of thermal and sound insulation.

Movement is highly noise-free and it is ensured by a compact ceiling motor

of modern design with incorporated lighting for the garage space.

It can be fitted with a wide range of accessories and automations (optional equipment)

that offer even greater comfort and security.

Twin wall, of high strength.
Made of 1mm profiled

galvanized steel
and 40mm insulation

with ecological polyurethane.
It offers excellent thermal

and sound insulation.

Double faced 42 mm panel

The area where the panels
are jointed together is specially f

ormed so as to prevent
potential trapping

of the fingers while opening
or closing the garage door.

Special finishing

for finger protection,

interior - exterior

Once cut, the lateral parts
of the panels of the

garage door are covered
with specially formed

galvanized sheet caps,
with the same finishing
and color as the door's

interior surface.

Special side covers

Voyager

The garage door
is fitted with rubber seals

along the lateral guides.
Thus, it offers effective
protection against dust
while at the same time
ensuring the noise-free

operation of the garage door.

Rubber seals at the guides

Voyager

Special, single and triple
adhesion rubber strips

made of elastomer PVC
are provided at the top

and bottom of the
garage door respectively,

In order to protect
the garage space against
the wind, dust and water.

Special top and bottom

rubber seals
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Small dimensions, powerful and noise-free.
Motion transmission to the door via a chain
or belt for even less noise during operation.

With incorporated light to allow
the driver to see clearly.

Compact ceiling motor

If you want

to allow constant

entering-exiting

without opening

and closing

the garage door,

it is possible

to incorporate

a special door

(optional equipment-

special order).

Incorporation

of entrance door

The sectional garage door is available
it two designs: ribbed and paneled.

The finishing of the ribbed
door is stucco (lightly speckled relief design),

where as the finishing
of the paneled door is wood fibers.

The standard color is white.
Naturally, it is possible to select

a different color from the RAL
chart by special order.

Designs, finishes, colors

Voyager

Available in two types, embedded
or external made of solid PVC.

Handle

The garage door

may be fitted with

special windows

made of oval-shaped

solid PVC

for absolute sealing

(optional equipment).

Inspection

& lighting windows

Voyager

Immobilizes the garage door
as soon as the incorporated
sensor detects the presence

of people or objects
under the garage door.

Ideal safety
when you have kids

in the house
(optional equipment).

Safety photocell

For increased safety in the
extremely unlikely event

that the retaining wire-rope gets
worn and broken

the garage door may be
fitted with a special safety

mechanism (optional equipment).

Safety ratchet system

Voyager

Allows remote opening
and closing of the garage door

without requiring
that you get out
of your car at all

(optional equipment).

Remote controls

Four double security against
burglary, you may add

to the garage door
the special security lock

that is fitted with a pin for lateral
locking onto the guides

(optional equipment).

Safety lock

Voyager




